RUBAC 134pcs Jungle Party Balloon Arch Green Balloon Decoration,
with Artificial Tropical Palm Leaves for Jungle Party, Birthday Party
and Animal Theme Party Review-2021

Jungle Party Decoration: 5inch latex balloons (10 white, 20 dark green, 20 fruit green), 10inch
balloons (5 metallic gold, 30 dark green, 15 fruit green, 5 golden confetti, 5 white), 12inch balloons
(6 gold confetti, 6 metallic gold), 18inch dark green balloons, balloon strip, artificial tropical palm
leaves, ribbon and glue, a total of 134.
Non-toxic & Safe & High quality: These jungle party balloons made of natural latex are safe and
durable. Can be filled with air and helium. These balloons can last at least 72 hours after being filled
with air. Balloons with thick latex quality never burst easily. You can safely bring your family in close
contact with these balloons.
Perfect Jungle Theme Party Decoration Pack: Unique design, including balloons of different sizes
and colors, and vivid artificial tropical palm leaves, giving the arches a layered feel. Create unique
and creative jungle party balloon arches, providing great decoration for your party. Suitable for
family birthday party, dinosaur party, animal theme party and more.
Easy to Assemble: Installing this balloon arch requires your care and patience. The balloon strip and
glue included in the package can help you. It's easy to show your dear family of really different
jungle parties.
Quality Service: We are committed to providing you with high-quality balloon decoration kits. Thank
you for your support. Your satisfaction is our priority.How to use confetti balloons?
1. Ready the confetti balloons.
2. Recommend to use a pump inflate the balloon, and tie it with string.
3. Confetti will stick to the wall of the balloon when rubbing on wool or hair.
4. Get a beautiful balloon
How to use a decorating strip?
1. Ready the decorating strip.
2. Inflate the balloon to different sizes.
3. Insert the knotted balloon mouth to the holes of the strip & pull the knots through.
4. Hang the balloon garland on the wall and fix it with string and hook (not included). Now enjoy your
party time.
Package includes 5inch latex balloons (10 white, 20 dark green, 20 fruit green), 10inch latex
balloons (5 metallic gold, 30 dark green, 15 fruit green, 5 gold confetti, 5 white), 12inch latex
balloons (6 gold confetti, 6 metallic gold), 18inch dark green latex balloon, 1 roll of, 16ft balloon
decorative strip, 8 10inch artificial tropical palm leaves, 1 roll of green ribbon, 1 roll of glue, 134 in
total.
Applications:
The perfect green balloon arch can be used to make table decorations and balloon bouquets.
Suitable for jungle theme parties, wildlife-themed parties, green forest-themed weddings, birthday
parties, anniversary parties, etc. Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021,
buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

